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QUESTION 1

The Marketing department would like to send special offers to customers who have placed a specified number of orders.
This can be done by creating a custom function that must be called when a customer order is placed. You want to
create a custom function to accept the input parameters of the Customer ID, and the number of orders required to
receive a special order, check the Orders table, and then create an initial list of eligible customers. 

A. Right click the target table and choose View data . 

B. Confirm that order 11146 has 204000.00 as a total value. 

C. In the Local Object Library, create a new customer function called CF_MarketingOffer. 

D. Create a new batch job and data flow, called Alpha_Marketing_Offer_Job and Alpha_Marketing_Offer_DF
respectively, and a new global variable $G_Num_to_Qual. 

E. In the job workspace, define a script to define the global variable and attach the script to the data flow. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 2

You must ensure that all records from the Customer table in the Alpha database are being moved to the Delta staging
database using the audit logs. 

In the Local Object Library, replicate the Alpha_NACustomer_DF data flow. Name the replicated data flow
Alpha_AuditCustomer_DF . Add the replicated data flow to a new job, Alpha_AuditCustomer_Job . Set up auditing on
the data flow Alpha_AuditCustomer_DF by adding an audit rule to compare the total number of records in the source
and target tables. How to Enable auditing for the execution of the Alpha_AuditCustomer_Job . 

A. Right-click the Alpha_AuditCustomer_Job . 

B. Choose Execute . 

C. In the Execution Properties dialog box, choose the Execution Options tab, and select the Enable auditing checkbox. 

D. Choose the Trace tab and choose Trace Audit Data . 

E. Under Action on failure, select the Raise exception checkbox. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 3

Where does An administrator sets user permissions? 

A. Central Management Server (CMS) 

B. Management Console 

C. Data Services Management Console 
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D. Management Console navigation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

How to View the data for both tables. Verify that both tables have the same column names, and that the target table is
empty? 

A. Click the View Data icon (magnifying glass) for the source table in the workspace 

B. Click the View Data icon (magnifying glass) for the target table in the workspace. 

C. Close both view data windows. 

D. Double click the target table. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which syntax rules must you follow in the SAP Data Services scripting language? 

A. A statement ends with a dot sign (.). 

B. A variable starts with a percent sign (%). 

C. A comment starts with a hash (#). 

D. A variable starts with a dollar sign ($). 

Correct Answer: CD 
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